Next generation wireless systems will need higher spectral efficiency as the expected traffic volumes per unit bandwidth and dimension will inevitably grow. As a consequence, it is necessary to design coding schemes with performances close to the theoretical limits, having high flexibility and low complexity requirements at transmitter and receiver. In this paper, we point out some of the limitations of the Bit Interleaved Code Modulation (BICM) technique which is the state of the art adopted in several standards and then propose some new lower complexity alternatives. These low complexity alternatives are obtained by applying the recently introduced Analog Digital Belief Propagation (ADBP) algorithm to a two stage encoding scheme embedding a hard decoding stage. First we show that for PAM 2 type constellations over the AWGN channel, the performance loss caused by using a hard decoded stage for all modulation bits except the two least protected is negligible. Next, we consider the application of two stage decoders to more challenging Rician channels, showing that in this case the number of bits needed to be soft decoded depends on the Rician factor and increases to a maximum of three bits per dimension for the Rayleigh channel. Finally, we apply the ADBP algorithm to further reduce the detection and decoding complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
In view of the growing demand for spectral efficiency in wireless systems, coding and modulation design has received considerable attention in the past few decades. In particular, BICM employing soft iterative decoders has been adopted in several standards, as it provides a performance very close to the theoretical limits [1] . Soft iterative decoding schemes play a central role in this achievement. However, the complexity at the receiver increases considerably by increasing the modulation cardinality and code length. In this paper we consider an alternative solution based on multistage coding which significantly reduces the receiver complexity without compromising the performance.
Multilevel coding (MLC) as a method to jointly optimize coding and modulation has been introduced by Imai and Hirakawa [2] . At the receiver, each coding level is decoded individually considering the decision of the prior stage. Such decoding scheme is usually referred to as multistage decoder (MSD) in the literature. It is well known that by employing a hard decoding at all stages a large loss up to 2 dB is expected (see for example [3] ). On the other hand, applying a maximum likelihood decoder or soft decoding at all stages increases the complexity of the decoder making it less practical in comparison with the BICM technique [1] .
Despite the vast amount of research on the multilevel coding, few works are devoted to the decoding techniques. The main results of multistage schemes employing hard decoding stages are presented by Wachsmann et al. in two successive papers [3] and [4] . In these papers, the authors consider a multistage coding technique over the AWGN channel and analyze the complexity of the decoder. They show that the decoder complexity can be reduced substantially by using the hard decisions in several decoding stages. In particular, they show that if only the lowest level coded bit is soft-decoded the performance degradation can be kept quite small. However, as we will see, this is true only if the code rates are chosen carefully and therefore the coding scheme is not very flexible.
The authors in [5] use a hard decoder in all stages. In order to compensate for the large loss in performance, they consider the possibility to pass the reliable information to both previous and subsequent decoders. This strategy becomes very complex in the realistic design and is out of interest in our research, as we would like to have sequential MSD decoder. Similarly, in [6] , the authors accept the loss due to the hard decoder and try to optimize the decoder by proposing an improved hard iterative decoding (IHID) algorithm which efficiently terminates hard iterations. In [7] , the authors analyze different implementations of the MSD utilizing harddecision with several metrics. The main idea is to change the channel model from one stage to the other. In particular, they avoid passing the unreliable information from one decoding stage to the subsequent decoder in order to avoid the propagation of the errors. Therefore, the channel May 10, 2017 DRAFT for the subsequent decoder is a mixture of Gaussian and erasure channel.
In this paper we propose a two level coding scheme in which only few bits, associated to the first level encoder, are soft decoded. We show that over AWGN channel choosing two soft decoded bits, instead of only one bit as was proposed in [3] , allows for a more flexible coding design keeping the performance degradation negligible. We further show that over the Rician channel, the number of bits that need to be softly decoded depends on the Rician factor and increases to 3 bits per dimension for the Rayleigh channel.
Then, we compare the complexity and performance of this coding technique with the state of the art BICM scheme. We show that by considering only two stages, one can reduce the design complexity and latency but still fully benefit of the complexity reduction at the receiver and flexibility at the transmitter. Moreover, following the results in [8] , we show that, when the employed modulations are subset of lattices like PAM modulations, the channel for the first layer decoder can be modeled as a wrapped additive white Gaussian noise (WAWGN) channel. This property can be used to further simplify the computation of the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) in the soft decoding stage and make the normalized complexity of the proposed decoding scheme actually decreasing with the spectral efficiency.
Finally, observing that the model of the wrapped Gaussian channel for the soft encoded bits is perfectly matched to the model used for the derivation of ADBP [9] , we propose an even simpler two stage decoding scheme using ADBP for the soft decoded stage and hard decoding for the second stage.
We organize the paper as follows. In section II we shortly review the MLC scheme and the corresponding multistage decoder. In section III we compute the decoding complexity of a two level coding and compare it with that of BICM approach. In section IV we compare the performance and flexibility of MLC scheme with the BICM by calculating the loss from the Shannon capacity for each system. Performance and flexibility of the proposed two level scheme over Rician and Rayleigh channels are studied in section V. In section VI we discuss the simplification of the LLR computations for the soft decoder in the first stage. We shortly introduce the ADBP algorithm in section VII and show how it can be embedded in our two level MLC scheme. The simulation results for our system and comparison with the BICM performance is provided in section VIII. Finally, we conclude the paper in section IX and summarize the main results. 
The transmitted signal X is associated through a mapping X(B) to each label B. The received signal is then Y = X(B) + Z where Z is the AWGN. Then the capacity of the MLC coding system can be written as
where I(.; .) is the mutual information function andB i (B 1 , ..., B i−1 ). Notice that in a practical implementation each constituent code must be designed to match the corresponding stage capacity and therefore the design is complicate and usually not flexible.
A. Two stage MLC scheme (2SD-SH)
From the encoding perspective there is no apparent advantage using MLC, indeed, the presence of multiple codes requires the careful design of each encoding stage increasing the design complexity. Furthermore, the need of splitting the information block size into smaller blocks leads to a reduction of the block size of each individual encoder and hence increasing the latency. As a consequence, MLC are seldom used in the applications where there is no need to divide the information bits into sub blocks.
On the other hand, as it was shown in [3] , at the receiver it is possible to reduce the decoder complexity by using hard decoding in almost all stages without loss in performance. We will
show that exploiting this possibility we can construct decoding schemes with performance and flexibility comparable to that of BICM scheme, but with lower complexity. 
B. Constellation Mapping
For the 2SD-SH schemes it is important to optimize the constellation set labeling. The goal is to minimize the bit error probability of the sub-constellation sets assuming that the soft bits have been successfully decoded from previous stage. As it was shown in [4] , the optimal mapping is a mixture of set partitioning (for the two stages) and Gray mapping within each stage. The Gray mapping within each stage minimizes the loss of the BICM soft decoder on the first stage and the bit error probability (BER) for the hard decoded stage. For more details we refer the readers to [4] and the references therein. In this paper we focus only on 2 m -QAM constellations with even m. In this case, the mapping design is rather straightforward and the optimization problem can be reduced to the one dimensional 2 m/2 -PAM constellation.
III. MLC VS BICM: COMPLEXITY
As we have mentioned, BICM is the current solution adopted in several standards for flexible high spectral efficiency transmission [1] . The receiver complexity comparison of the MLC scheme of Fig. 1 with respect to BICM scheme has been presented in [10] . For the sake of completeness,
we briefly report the results here again. Notice that in BICM receivers there are no iterations between the detector and the decoder and usually the decoding algorithm is stopped after reaching a fixed maximum number of iterations I l . For simplicity, we have not considered the effect of I l in the following computations. Let C soft and C hard denote respectively the complexity per decoded information bit of the soft and hard decoder. We also denote by C LLR and by C HD the complexity of the bit LLR computer and hard decision block, normalized to the number of constellation points M .
The total complexity of a 2SD-SH decoder, normalized to the information block length K, can be evaluated as
where x
is the ratio between the throughput associated to the soft stage and the total decoder throughput. The complexity of a BICM decoder can be obtained from (2) by setting x = 1 and removing the complexity of the hard detector, i.e.:
In particular, setting a fixed value for m 1 the complexity C MSD for large m will be dominated by the complexity of the hard decoder and by that of the LLR computer, that is still exponential with m.
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Notice that the computational complexity of C LLR exponentially increases as a function of m and hence also that of spectral efficiency. This term is present in both (3) and (2). As we will see in section VII, for the MLC we can use a ADBP algorithm which simplifies the LLR computations and hence further reduces the receiver complexity for the 2SD-SH scheme.
IV. MLC AND BICM: PERFORMANCE AND FLEXIBILITY
In order to perform a comparison between 2SD-SH and BICM in terms of performance and flexibility we evaluate the mutual information (MI) for the two layer MLC presented in Fig.   1 
where p is the BER of the equivalent BSC channel as seen from the algebraic decoder. For more details on the MI computation for MLC with hard decision stages we refer the reader to [3] and [4] . Notice that BICM can be considered as a special case of the two stage scheme by choosing m 1 = m and m 2 = 0.
In Fig. 2(a) , for reference, we present the MI results for the BICM system for several M -QAM constellations. Notice that in this figure we report the loss, in bits per dimension, with respect per dimension for several M -QAM constellations. As it was mentioned in [3] , the loss from the Shannon capacity is small if the code rate is chosen carefully. However, it can be observed that, for each given constellation cardinality M , there is a rather small range of SNRs where this loss is small. This will reduce considerably the flexibility of the code design and does not allow to construct good encoding schemes for all spectral efficiencies. This problem can be solved by increasing the number of soft decoded bits to m 1 = 2. In Fig. 2(c) we show the capacity curves for such a system. As it can be seen, not only the loss from the capacity decreases, but the capacity curves for each given M are much more flat at their minimum.
Therefore, there is a larger range of "optimal" SNR for each constellation set, so that for each SNR there is an MLC solution yielding negligible loss. Indeed, the optimal range of SNR for a constellation of size 2 m corresponds to the same optimal range of spectral efficiencies found for
Given that in this case we use m 1 = 2, and that the algebraic coder rate R 2 is approximately one, the required range of coding rates for the soft encoded stage is A. Performance of MLC with two stages
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1.E-01 In order to validate the conclusion of the previous section using practical encoding scheme, we have simulated the bit error rate (BER) over the AWGN channel of a two level MLC scheme May 10, 2017 DRAFT constructed using an SCCC encoder for the first stage and a Reed-Solomon code for the second one. In Fig. 3 we present the BER simulations for several values of M . A SCCC code with rate R 1 = 2/3 is used in all cases. The Reed-Solomon parameters are q = 8 and t = 2 (R 2 = 251/255). The total code rates for each given m can be calculated as
For each given M we report the BER for both soft decoder (blue solid lines) and hard decoders (red dashed lines). Notice that since we are using 2 soft bits per dimension in the first stage, for 16-QAM constellation all bits are soft decoded and the second stage does not exist in this case. Also it worth to notice that the performance is not degraded after the second stage, which is consistent with the mutual information results in the previous section. In the same figure we also indicate the Shannon capacity (red circles on horizontal axis). The square points at 10
on the left of each curve corresponds to the maximum MI that can be achieved using the QAM constellations. This indicates that our coding scheme performs within 1 dB from the predicted limits.
V. PERFORMANCE OF TWO STAGE DECODER WITH QAM CONSTELLATIONS OVER RICIAN

CHANNEL
In this section we will analyze the effect of a Rice fading on the performance of the two stage decoders with soft/hard stages (2SD-SH). The main drawback of the 2SD-SH scheme is that the second stage is weakly protected. A possible problem which may arise is then the robustness of this encoding system to fading environments and more realistic scenarios. In this section we consider a Rice channel with factor K and investigate the maximum number of bits that can be hard decoded for a negligible capacity loss. The details for the MI computations are as in the last section.
The capacity of the Rician channel, with perfect CSI at the the receiver, can be calculated as [11] :
in which α = 2h K(K + 1) and I 0 (.) is the Bessel function. In Fig. 4 we present the MI results for the Rician channel with K = 3 [dB]. As before, the results for BICM, one bit soft decoder, two bits soft stage 2SD-SH and three bits soft decoder 2SD-SH are respectively plotted 
VI. SIMPLIFICATION OF LLR COMPUTATIONS
At the receiver, first, we need to compute the log-likelihood ratios before feeding them to the following soft iterative decoder. As it can be seen from equation (2), the computational for large values of m. In this section we propose a method to simplify this block.
Notice that symbol LLRs for the first stage, λ(b 1 ), are computed by marginalizing the channel conditional pdf w.r.t. the unknown sub-symbols relative to the second decoded stage b 2 . We consider a PAM modulation scheme with constellation points at positions
We also assume the natural mapping assigning the least significant bits to the soft decoded stage as in [3] :
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where K w = 1/N 0 . As observed in [8] , the likelihoods (6) are similar to wrapped and sampled
Gaussian messages, where the number of Gaussian replicas is limited (in the range [0,
instead of being unbounded.
When a binary turbo decoder scheme is adopted at the soft decoded stage, symbol LLRs should be successively converted to bit LLRs, with an additional complexity which is of order
The computational complexity of LLRs (6) grows linearly with respect to the number of constellation points, M , and independently from M 1 . This complexity derives mostly from the necessity of performing the sum of M 2 terms. By substituting the finite sum in (6) with an unbounded sum, the resulting likelihoods become a truly wrapped and sampled Gaussian distribution. In doing this, using the results in circular statistic, the wrapped Gaussian distributions can be approximated by Von Mises distribution:
with a suitable mapping between K v and K w (see for example [9] ). So that we can use the following approximation for the log-likelihoods
with a complexity that now depends only on M 1 , which is typically very small given the results in section IV. Furthermore, since Y appears at the argument of the cosine it can be substituted with its "wrapped" version Y = Y mod (M 1 d), thus requiring a smaller number of bits for its representation.
VII. EMBEDDING ADBP AS THE SOFT DECODER IN 2SD-SH
Non binary LDPC codes over rings of size M have been introduced in [12] . The main advantage of such codes is close to capacity performance for rather short lengths as M increases.
However, the believe propagation decoding algorithm becomes too complex by increasing M .
ADBP has been introduced in [9] as an efficient iterative BP algorithm for decoding non binary LDPC codes over rings. The peculiarity of this algorithm is that the computational complexity of the message updating, at both variable and check nodes, is independent from M . As a consequence, it is possible to construct non binary decoders with complexity and memory requirements independent from the cardinality of the alphabet M [13] .
The messages that are processed by ADBP belong to the class of wrapped and sampled
Gaussian distributions (named named D-messages in [9] ). The main idea behind ADBP is to represent each message only by two parameters, namely mean and variance (Y and K w in (6)).
At each iteration the algorithm needs to update these two parameters. Notice that in on the other hand in regular BP the messages are vectors of size M . The main result in [9] shows that by constructing LDPC codes over rings, that prevent the use of multiplications by coefficients different from ±1 in the code construction, one can force the BP messages to stay approximately within the class of D-messages. The ADPB then defines the correct updating of the parameters (Y and K w ) to be performed at the variable and check nodes.
In order to use ADPB, also the input channel messages should be D-messages. It is interesting to notice that messages in equation (6) actually belong to the D-message class and no further approximations are necessary. Therefore, the ADBP algorithm seems to be the natural candidate for performing soft decoding of the first stage of the considered 2SD-SH. Notice that ADBP does not require the LLR computation, neither the conversion of symbol to bit LLR, and therefore the detection complexity disappears.
As we have mentioned, the ADBP requires that the weights of the edges in the factor graph of the LDPC to be chosen from the set {±1}. Thus, one cannot use the same code designs which has been proposed in the literature previously. A natural question is whether it is possible to design such codes with performances competitive to those that can be obtained without having the stringent condition on weights. This problem is open in general and is the main subject of our future research.
VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In Figure 6 we show a comparison between the performances relative to two coding solutions for the soft stage of the 2SD-SH. We have chosen two different rates, namely R 1 = 2/3 and 1.00E-05
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1.00E+00 report the results for a coding scheme with rate 3/4 (green curves with triangular markers). In this case the ideal capacity achieving coding scheme would have a SER dropping to zero for mutual information value of 3/4 × 2 = 1.5. Notice that since the total throughput of the two stage system is given by the sum of the throughput of the hard and soft decoding stages, and hard decoding throughput is dominant for large m, the relative throughput loss due to suboptimal soft decoding becomes negligible when m increases.
In Fig. 7 respect to the state of the art LDPC or SCCC codes. This loss is due to the weakness of the regular LDPC code used rather than to the suboptimality of the ADBP decoder, which actually provides performance very close to the optimal but more complex non binary BP decoder ( [13] ).
IX. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we analyzed a two level coding scheme with second stage begin hard decoded, named 2SD-SH. We show that it is possible to construct a flexible two stage coding scheme achieving performances close to the theoretical limits for all desired spectral efficiencies by pairing a powerful coding scheme with a simpler algebraic code encoding the majority of modulation bits. These conclusions confirm and extend what has been observed in literature [3] , [8] . Moreover, we have shown that the number of required soft decoded bits to preserve the flexibility of the two stage encoder is two per dimension over the AWGN channel. Over the Rayleigh channel, the needed number of bits per dimension to be soft decoded is three.
We then proposed a simplification of the computation of the LLR for the soft decoded stage allowing to further decrease the complexity. The resulting two stage scheme is better in term of flexibility and receiver complexity with respect to BICM that is currently adopted in many standards as high spectral efficient coding scheme.
Finally we have shown that the recently introduced ADBP algorithm is a natural candidate to perform the soft decoding stage for our proposed scheme. The adoption of this approach allows to remove the need of LLR computation, reducing even further the complexity. Simulation results show that a solution based on ADBP has performance competitive but worse than those that can be obtained with a more conventional soft decoding approach.
